Phase 5 Grade Sheet: Group ______

___ Stated what was helpful about using the original materials in phases 1-2 (5 points)

___ Explained if converting materials to a case format made concepts more concrete (5 points)

___ Explained if the existing materials gave examples of how to perform various tasks (5 points)

___ Provided information that was not available in existing case that would have been useful to any of the phases (7 points)

For the effort of converting existing project materials to a formal case as the starting point for a new interface design of the same system:

___ Identified and explained at least three advantages (upsides) (16 points)

___ Identified and explained at least three disadvantages (downsides) (16 points)

___ Stated if case study would be a beneficial way to teach future students UI design (5 points)

___ Provided overall recommendations/concerns for using case approach to teach HCI (7 points)

___ Listed key ideas their case best illustrates (7 points)

___ Described if the updated case study addresses any of the deficiencies of the existing project materials that were identified (12 points)

___ Listed at least four specific changes necessary to their case to make it a more effective teaching tool for HCI. (15 points)